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As we grapple with a hitherto unprecedented pandemic of global proportions,
the urgency in restoring the balance of our fragile ecosystems has itself been 
redoubled, as has the role of non-governmental actors in making a telling 
contribution to public safety and wellbeing. For an archipelagic nation with 
ambitions of sustained socioeconomic development, the need to strike the
right balance in resource allocation, environmental conservation and ecological 
protection cannot be understated. 

The Maldives Ocean Plastics Alliance (MOPA), with an ambitious vision to 
contribute towards national efforts in reducing single-use plastic pollution has 
been spreading its wings to encompass additional stated goals in the MOPA 
Charter. Today, we launch the very first edition of MOPA’s monthly newsletter 
“Green Bulletin” – an aspiration of the MOPA Team from the onset of the Alliance. 

 THORIQ IBRAHIM
 Founder / President

Recalling the publication of the socioeconomic impact assessment on the use of 
PET bottles in the Maldives, launched jointly by MOPA and NIG Capital earlier in 
the year, this newsletter is envisaged to be a regular contribution to academic 
literature on the subject, including latest trends, important findings and progress 
reports on our work. 

We are delighted to welcome all likeminded organisations and issue experts in 
the country to contribute to the monthly editions of “Green Bulletin”. Every 
regular issue will be shared on our official website, mopa.mv, for full and free 
access to all. Furthermore, we hope to welcome government and official bodies to 
avail of this opportunity, to ensure that our avid readers will find the newsletter to 
be a comprehensive tool for research and understanding on our shared passion to 
safeguard our pristine environment.

It is fitting that the “Green Bulletin” comes into fruition to coincide with the 2021 
World Environment Day. With this year’s theme being “Reimagine, Recreate, 
Restore”, the intrinsic links between the ongoing global debate and action on the 
environment and the objectives of MOPA are evident.

I take this opportunity to thank my colleagues in the Executive Committee, our 
dedicated team members and friends who shared their knowledge and 
experience in making this newsletter a reality. MOPA being the very first domestic 
NGO that is solely focused on building lasting partnerships and alliances with 
stakeholders, the success of this newsletter too will hinge on contributions from 
our friends. I, therefore, reiterate our invitation to the guardians of our 
environment to utilise this resource to its fullest in the time ahead.
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From 1 June 2021, a total of eight types of single use plastic products 
will be banned in the Maldives, when a Presidential Decree, issued in 
December 2020, come into effect.  
However, with the unforeseen circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic 
still looming, President Solih issued another Decree on 31 May 2021 
amending the original list of banned items. The administration  has now 
chosen to introduce a gradual phasing out of single use plastics instead.

By 1 June 2021 products made with single use plastic such as; straws, 
utensils and dinnerware, cups below 250ml, water bottles below 500ml, 
cotton-buds and toiletries items with less than 50ml, shopping bags 
smaller than 30cm and supari packaged in plastic are listed as under the 
import ban. This list is set to expand even further and by the end of 
December this year will include styrofoam food packaging.

A year later, in June 2022, bottles exceeding 500ml will be 
banned — this category will disregard water bottled in single use 
plastic packaging but, importantly, will include all other 
beverages. Beginning December 2022, the list will extend to 
plastic shopping bags that are thinner than 50 microns and 
toiletries packaged in single use plastics exceeding 50ml and 
under 200ml. 

Finally, in December 2023, the import of water bottles of one liter 
and below will be banned.

With the ever improving technologies of water filtration systems, 
it is seen both as more environmentally conscious and more cost 
effective to invest in long term solutions for water systems. Until 
quite recently, and even though Maldives has been a largely 
eco-conscious society, people were simply unable to commit 
expensive solutions due to a variety of financial restraints and 
community constraints.

In the long run the rejection of single use plastic introduces more 
advantages than disadvantages — in terms of waste 
management, sustainability and environmental protection. While 
the phased roll-out of the ban will undoubtedly introduce more 
sustainable alternatives and a more practicable, environmentally 
lower impact, lifestyle, one thing is for certain; the Maldives still 
has a long way to go in terms of overcoming the dependency on 
single use plastics.

The Plastic ban has become
effective from 01 June 2021
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On 24 January 2021, MOPA launched its flagship ‘Plastic 
Reverse Logistics Project’, which was inaugurated by the 
Minister of Environment Dr Hussain Rasheed Hassan. 

The project involves regulated daily post-consumer 
collection of PET bottles from over 120 retail outlets, 
including eateries restaurants and cafés in the Greater 
Male’ area. The collected waste is then sent through for 
recycling. 

From island PET collection, total of 877 kgs of plastic 
have been handed over for recycling from 
Dh.Kudahuvadhoo and GA.Gemanafushi.

MOPA’s PET Reverse Logistics Project

Collections up to May 2021:
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Dec 2020

Jan 2021

Feb 2021

Mar 2021

Apr 2021

May 2021

1,428 kgs

3,615 kgs

3,862 kgs

4,083 kgs

3,315 kgs

863 kgs

17,166 kgsTOTAL 
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